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Throughout our country by huge margins, citizens hate the way we fund our elections, but 
nothing changes because here in Washington nobody think you care. Billions of dollars are 
spent on our elections and Washington does not believe you care. In this election cycle already 
34 donors have given a million dollars or more and those are only the ones we know about. And 
Washington does not believe you care. 
 
But the fact that you are all here today is proof that they are wrong. Now why do we care about 
Citizens United? The Supreme Court believes that in order to protect free speech, which by the 
way is a supremely important principle, free speech and a free press, and it’s super important 
that our Constitution does protect these things. But the court has this interesting interpretation of 
the first amendment. It believes that in order to protect free speech, the first amendment 
requires that we can’t have any limits on spending in our elections, that laws that seek to level 
the playing field among candidates are unconstitutional, that ingratiation and access in return for 
contributions is not corrupting. Now they get that there is an inherent risk of corruption in 
unlimited contributions that go directly to candidates, so if you were to give six thousand dollars 
contributions to any candidate who is running this year, that would be illegal. However they 
believe that unlimited contributions that go to outside spending groups, anybody other than the 
candidate him or herself, that are not directly in face on face conversations with them, those 
can’t be corrupting. You could give six million dollars to one of these outside  spending groups 
and the court would say “that’s fine.” 
 
Now that’s not the only way to interpret free speech protections. One of the many things that I 
admire about Canada and envy is that they on the Supreme Court recognizes that when you 
give unlimited power to spend to the wealthy, you are disenfranchising people who don’t have 
that amount of money to spend. If you don’t have limits on spending, then the people who have 
the most amount to spend are going to drown out the voices and not allow the public to hear 
from people who have fewer resources. So they have an entirely different interpretation of how 
to protect free speech, if you just go a few miles to the north. The way our court does it is not 
the only way. 
 
What Citizens United has done more than anything else is empower wealthy individuals to 
spend an incredible amount of money in our politics. The headline when Citizens United passed 
was that it was going to allow corporate spending. The good news is that business corporations 
are not actually swamping our politics with money and that’s for a variety of reasons that have to 
do with not wanting to alienate their customers and having to do with boards of directors. There 
are a number of risks to allowing corporate spending, among them is that it can be a shield 
against disclosure that is can be a venue for foreign money to creep into our elections, but the 
larger problem that has arisen as a result of Citizens United is the unfathomable spending by 
the very very wealthiest. Super wealthy individuals are spending huge amounts of money. And 
we are seeing this in two ways, in the amount of outside spending that is going on and the 
growing share of the total amount that’s funding the elections by a very very small section of our 



population. So, the most that anybody can give directly to a candidate in an election cycle is 
$5,400. $2700 for the primary and $2700 for the general. The big money is going to the these 
outside groups, SuperPACs which are semi transparent, C4s which are dark money groups, 
and LLCs and other groups that are also less transparent. Not long ago this sort of outside 
spending was fairly limited at the federal level. In the 1992 Presidential election, $35 million 
was spent by outside groups. And in 1994 midterms it was just $9.5 million. Now I say just 
because that may sound like a lot of money, but wait. 
 
By the time we got around to 2006 and 2008, in the 2006 midterms, we’re looking at $70 
million in outside spending, and in the 2008 presidential election it was up to $338 million. 
Still sounds like a huge amount of money, but wait there’s more. In the Citizens United decision, 
they really opened the floodgates in 2010. By 2014, that $9.5 million that had been spent in 
in the midterms was now up to $566 million. And in 2016, a presidential election year, a 
truly incredible $1.4 billion, with a B, dollars was spent by outside spending groups. 
And the early numbers for 2018 are also alarming. Through last month (May), outside 
spending for the 2018 midterms had reached $142.5 million, which is more than 40% 
more than the $100 million that had been spent by the same point in 2014, the last 
midterm.  
 
And the concentration of donors has also changed. In 2000, 36% of the money raised was in 
contributions more than $10k. And that was coming from 1.9% of donors. Now I don’t 
know about you but I don’t have $10k to throw at a political campaign and most people don’t. 
And that stayed more or less steady until Citizens United. But in the 2012 election we saw 
48% of the money raised from the tiny slice of donors who can give $10,000 or more. And 
in 2016 we were looking at 57% of the money raised in the election was from contribution 
of $10,000 or more coming from 2.7% of the donors. And even worse, a lot of these big 
money donors that CU unleashed are able to keep their identities secret because they are given 
to dark money groups, largely organized under 501(c)(4) of the tax code. In 2006 we had $5 
million in dark money spent in the election. 6 years later in 2012, it was up to $300 million. 
And as of May 2018, outside groups were funding 43% of TV ads aired in Senate races, 
33% of TV ads aired in House races and 2 out of 3 of those ads was purchased by a dark 
money group which does not disclose its donors. 
 
According to some great analysis by our friends at the Center for Responsive Politics, 
SuperPACs have raised almost $374 million so far in the 2018 cycle from about 54,000 
donors. That sounds like it’s kind of a lot of people but the top 102 donors have given 74%, 
or over $275 million. 102 donors, $275m dollars. And the top 1% of donors, which is 541 
people, had given 93%. The top 1% has given 93% or over $348 million. 
 
Who are these guys? Well, It may not surprise you to learn that they are overwhelmingly white, 
old, rich and male. So they’re not really a very representative group if you look at the population 
as a whole. And let me give you an example. Top donors so far in this cycle is Tom Styer, a 
Democrat who has given $29 million already. The second top donor is Richard Uihlein, a 



Republican, who has given $25m so far, and believe me these guys are not done. Now you 
may have read that Michael Bloomberg has pledged to spend $80 million in this election. 
He's an independent but he's spending to support Democrats. He's only given half a mil(lion) so 
far, so he's just begun to give. And you know we've got Democrats, we've got Republicans, 
we've got Independents. This is not a partisan issue when it comes to donating. There are 
people giving big money on all sides of the political spectrum. We’ve seen estimates that 
outside groups may spend $750 million on this election. And that's compared to the last 
midterm in 2014 $550 million. So $550 million sounded like a lot of money until this year 
when we're going up to $750. This stuff matters. Who pays for our elections determines 
who has a voice, who is empowered, who has incentive to participate and whose 
interests our representative democracy really represents.  
 
But money is not the only thing that matters. You can make a difference. You have a 
superpower. And it's called the vote. It's called participation. In 2014 we had the lowest voter 
turnout in 72 years. You have to go back to a time when a whole lot of the voting population was 
off at war to find a lower partticipation rate. 36.3% of the eligible voters voted in 2014. This 
happens every midterm. We usually struggle to get above 40%. That one was particularly low. 
But people do not turn out in the midterms when every single House seat in the House of 
Representatives is up and a third of the Senate, not to mention Governors, state legislators. It's 
just unfathomable to me that people do not turn out to vote. And if you look at young people, it's 
even more depressing. 23.1% of 18 - 34 year olds bothered to turn out to vote (in the 2014 
midterms). Now, if you're a senior citizen, the numbers look a lot more inspiring. Almost 60% of 
those who are 65 and over turned out to vote. And that too affects the kind of policies that get 
adopted when the grandparents are voting in three times the numbers of the grand children.  
 
Now, you may recall the power of the people if you think about some of the things that 
happened last year (2017) because politicians are not solely influenced by money. Money is 
super important, but what they really afraid of is voters, us people, turning out and making their 
lives uncomfortable sometimes and forcing them to deal with issues that maybe they don't want 
to deal with. We saw it this year, last year, when Congress said they were going to repeal 
Obamacare and suddenly people got very worried about whether they were going to lose their 
healthcare. Politicians fear getting yelled at by a thousand constituents at every town hall 
meeting they go to. They fear having hundreds over people show up at their offices ever day to 
ask them tough questions. They don't like having their phone lines and email inboxes 
overwhelmed by angry constituents. So you can make a difference because politicians really 
worry about a groundswell of voters showing up on Election Day to run them out of office.  What 
they want to do more than anything else is stay in power, stay in their job. And yes, money can 
turn out voters sometimes, and money can sometimes depress turnout amongst people that the 
moneyed interests don't want to see vote, but people like you turning out and turning out their 
friends can turn the diffference and can force politicians to consider things that they don't want 
to talk about like the influence of money in politics. Now the Supreme Court considers 
responsiveness to contributors to be a feature, not a bug in our system. Late last year a Senator 
acknowledged that the reason a law had to be passed was that his donors demanded it. Not his 



voters, not the American people. That law, the tax law, was written because donors threatened 
to stop donating unless they got what they wanted. So there's no doubt that money is important, 
but something more important is still the power of the people to speak up and show up and vote.  
 
So if you want the laws to change, you have to persuade the politicians that you're going to do 
that; that you're going to bring your friends and they're going to bring their friends. If you want 
laws on climate change to reflect your views and not those of the fossil fuel industry, you need 
to speak up, show up and vote. If you want laws on criminal justice to reflect your views and not 
the views of the private prison industry, you need to speak up, show up and vote. And if you 
want tax laws to reflect the needs  of the middle class and not the donor class, you need to 
speak up, show up and vote. The Supreme Court may think that money is speech, but we know 
better. We all have a voice. So you need to call and write your office holders and it's great that 
you guys are already organizing for lobby day. You need to write Op Eds, letters to the editor, 
you need to show up at town halls, demand action, demand accountability. Yes, we have to 
worry a lot about money, but they have to worry more about people who speak up, show up and 
vote and that it is so inspiring to see you all here today. Thanks. 


